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In this Letter, we experimentally investigate fast temporal intensity dynamics and statistical properties of the cladding-
pumped Er/Yb co-doped random Rayleigh feedback fiber laser (EYRFL) for the first time, to the best of our knowledge. By
using the optical spectral filtering method, strong and fast intensity fluctuations with the generation of extreme events are
revealed at the output of EYRFL. The statistics of the intensity fluctuations strongly depends on the wavelength of the
filtered radiation, and the intensity probability density function (PDF) with a heavy tail is observed in the far wings of
the spectrum. We also find that the PDF of the intensity in the central part of the spectrum deviates from the exponential
distribution and has the dependence on the laser operating regimes, which indicates some correlations among different
frequency components exist in the EYRFL radiation and may play an important role in the random lasing spectrum stabi-
lization process.
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1. Introduction

The random fiber laser operating via Rayleigh scattering was
first demonstrated in 2010 in a standard telecommunica-
tion fiber span, which provides both the randomly distributed
Rayleigh feedback and the Raman gain[1,2]. With the intrinsic
cavity-free configuration and “modeless” spectrum, random
Raman fiber lasers (RRFLs) have unique properties and advan-
tages such as high efficiency/high output power[3], ultra-broad
wavelength tunability[4–6], and flat-amplitude multi-wavelength
operation[7,8]. A number of important applications of RRFL
have been explored, such as remote sensing[9], speckle-free im-
aging[10], and supercontinuum generation[11,12]. Apart from the
studies on improving the performance and pursuing its applica-
tions, RRFL has also triggered extensive investigations on its
fundamental physical properties. Models based on the wave
kinetic theory[13] and the nonlinear Schrodinger equation[14]

are developed to describe the spectral and temporal properties
of RRFL. Experimental measurements of spectral and temporal
properties of RRFL have also been carried out very recently. In
the spectral domain, a scanning Fabry–Perot interferometer was
used to realize the real-time spectrum measurement of RRFL,
and narrow spectral components with temporally varying

intensity were revealed for the first time[15], to the best of our
knowledge. The Lévy spectral intensity statistics was further pre-
sented in RRFL[16], and the statistical evolution with the pump
power was found similar to the case of higher-dimensional
random lasers[17] and random grating-based random fiber
lasers[18]. In the temporal domain, Gorbunov and collaborators
for the first time, to the best of our knowledge, experimentally
investigated the temporal intensity dynamics of RRFL and dis-
covered strong intensity fluctuations on a short time scale[19].
Through further use of the optical filtering method, accurate
intensity statistics has been measured for separate spectral lines
in multi-wavelength RRFL[20] and different spectral compo-
nents of RRFL[21]. Besides, the optical rogue wave phenomenon
was reported in incoherently pumped RRFL when the pump
power was around threshold with the bandwidth-limited
measurement[22].
On the other hand, the concept of random fiber lasers can be

extended to various gain media, including the rare-earth (RE)-
doped gain[23–25], Brillouin gain[26], and semiconductor ampli-
fication[27]. RE-doped random fiber lasers can be constructed by
combining the RE-doped active fiber and passive single-mode
fiber (SMF), which provide the gain and the randomly distrib-
uted feedback, respectively[23–25]. RE-doped randomly fiber
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lasers can generate random lasing in different wavelength
regions and have been used in several applications, such as the
seed laser in a master oscillator power amplifier (MOPA) sys-
tem[28,29], the pump source for a cascaded Raman fiber laser[30],
supercontinuum generation[31], frequency conversion[32], and
temporal ghost imaging[33]. In fact, the temporal dynamics
property of RE-doped random fiber lasers is a crucial factor to
determine the performance of the aforementioned applications,
such as the spectral linewidth maintenance in MOPA[28,29], the
spectral purity of the cascaded Raman lasing[6], and the spectral
bandwidth and flatness of the supercontinuum source[31].
Compared to the conventional cavity-based RE-doped fiber
laser, the RE-doped random Rayleigh feedback fiber laser has
a much larger cavity length without stationary cavity modes.
Therefore, as a new class of quasi-continuous wave (CW) laser
sources, the study of temporal and statistical properties of an
RE-doped random fiber laser with random Rayleigh scattering
feedback is of both fundamental and practical interest and
importance. Here, we present a detailed experimental investiga-
tion on the temporal dynamics on short time scale and statistical
properties of erbium/ytterbium co-doped random Rayleigh
feedback fiber laser (EYRFL) for the first time, to the best of
our knowledge. The results reveal the different statistical proper-
ties for the different spectral components of radiation. It is also
found that in the central part of EYRFL radiation, the statistical
properties deviate from Gaussian and depend on the operating
regimes of EYRFL, which indicates that some correlations
among different frequency components exist in the EYRFL
radiation.

2. Experimental Setup

The experimental setup to measure the temporal dynamics of
EYRFL is shown schematically in Fig. 1. The 5-m-long double
cladding erbium/ytterbium co-doped fiber (EYDF, Nufern
EYDF-10 P/125-XP) is cladding pumped by a 976 nm multi-
mode laser diode (LD) through a �2� 1� × 1 pump combiner,
which provides the gain for the 1550 nm random lasing. A sec-
tion of standard SMF with 5 km length is attached after the
EYDF as the randomly distributed feedback through Rayleigh
scattering along the fiber. A highly reflective fiber Bragg grating

(FBG) with 1550 nm center wavelength and 0.2 nm 3 dB band-
width connects to the signal port of the combiner, acting as a
point reflector to form a half-open cavity structure combined
with the randomly distributed Rayleigh scattering in the SMF.
Before detection, two stages of isolators are additionally used
to avoid inevitable back-reflections that may influence the oper-
ation of random lasing. A tunable filter with tunable center
wavelength around 1550 nm and 0.09 nm 3 dB bandwidth is
used to choose the specified spectral component in the
EYRFL radiation; thus, the optical bandwidth of the filtered
radiation is about 11.2 GHz. The filtered radiation is detected
by a photodetector (PD) with 20 GHz bandwidth (Conquer
KG-PD-20-DC) and then recorded by a high speed oscilloscope
(OSC, R&S RTP016) with 16GHz bandwidth. Inmeasurements,
we carefully tune the optical power into the PD by using a var-
iable optical attenuator to make sure there is no saturation and,
at the same time, ensure that there is enough average power to
avoid the influence of the background noise of the PD. For spec-
trummeasurements, we use an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA)
with 0.02 nm resolution.

3. Experimental Results and Discussions

We first characterize the power and spectral performance of
EYRFL, and the results are depicted in Fig. 2. The output power
and the full spectrum of EYRFL before filtering are measured at
the 90% and 10% ports of the coupler, respectively. Figure 2(a)
shows themeasured output power of the 1550 nm random lasing
as a function of the launched pump power. The EYRFL has a
threshold of 1.4 W, and the lasing power increases nearly

Fig. 1. Schematic of experimental setup. LD, laser diode; EYDF, erbium/
ytterbium co-doped fiber; SMF, single-mode fiber; ISO, isolator; VOA, variable
optical attenuator; PD, photodetector; OSC, oscilloscope; FBG, fiber Bragg
grating; OSA, optical spectrum analyzer.

Fig. 2. Power and spectral properties of the EYRFL. (a) Output power versus
pump power. (b) Output spectra at different pump powers. (c) Variation of
−3 dB and−20 dB bandwidth of EYRFL with pump power. (d) Optical spectrum
filtered by the narrow-bandwidth tunable filter. Dashed line: full spectrum of
EYRFL; red line: in the central part; green line: detuned by 0.4 nm; purple line:
detuned by 0.8 nm.
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linearly with the slope efficiency of ∼16%. The efficiency could
be enhanced by optimizing the length of EYDF and SMF. The
spectral evolution with the increase of pump power is shown
in Fig. 2(b). When the pump power of 1.6 W is just above the
threshold, the lasing spectrum is unstable with the appearance
of narrow spikes. The spectrum becomes stabilized and smooth
when the pump power reaches 3.65W. By further increasing the
pump power, we can see the continuous broadening of the spec-
trum. Figure 2(c) records the variation of both −3 dB and
−20 dB bandwidth of the spectrum. The −3 dB bandwidth is
broadened from 0.14 nm to 0.35 nm, and the−20 dB bandwidth
is broadened from 1.5 nm to 2.6 nm, as the pump power is
increased from 3.65 W to 6.4 W. The understanding of such
a spectrally broadening nature of EYRFL requires a reliable,
full-bandwidth characterization of its temporal and statistical
properties. Since the spectral bandwidth is several times larger
than the electrical bandwidth of the OSC, we use the spectral fil-
tering method to select narrow band spectral components at dif-
ferent spectral locations.
In our study, we choose three spectral components that are in

the central part of the EYRFL emission spectrum, detuned by
0.4 nm and 0.8 nm from the central wavelength, respectively.
The filtered spectra with three different central wavelengths
are shown in Fig. 2(d). The −3 dB bandwidth of filtered spec-
trum is 0.09 nm (11.2 GHz) for all the three wavelengths, which
is less than the bandwidth of the PD (20 GHz) and OSC
(16 GHz), so there is no effect of frequency average, and we
can measure the real intensities and accurate statistics at differ-
ent spectral locations.
In order to make the statistical analysis, we record the long

time traces containing 1.2 × 108 samples using the OSC at
40 GSamples/s sampling rate. The temporal dynamics and the
measured intensity probability density function (PDF) of the fil-
tered radiation at different spectral locations are plotted in Fig. 3.
The pump power is fixed at 5 W. Strong fluctuations are
observed in filtered radiations on sub-nanosecond time scale,
as shown in Fig. 3(a). In the central part of the spectrum, we
can record some extreme events with the intensity ∼6 times
the average intensity. However, for the filtered radiation at
the left edge of the spectrum detuned by 0.8 nm from the center,
rare and intense events with peak powers that can be 30 times
the average power can be observed. The PDFs of the filtered
radiations intensity I�t� normalized to its mean value hI�t�i have
been computed from the experimental data and are plotted on a
vertical logarithmic scale in Fig. 3(b). The black dashed line rep-
resents the exponential distribution PDF �Inorm� = exp�−Inorm�,
in which Inorm = I�t�=hI�t�i. For the radiation consisting of sta-
tistically independent frequency components with Gaussian sta-
tistics of the field, it must lead to the exponential intensity
PDF[34–36]. However, for all of the filtered spectral components,
the intensity PDF deviates from the exponential distribution.
The intensity PDF of the radiation filtered in the wings of the
spectrum is significantly non-exponential with the probability
of extreme events much higher than that defined by the expo-
nential distribution, and this phenomenon is similar to the
situations in both conventional cavity-based Raman fiber

lasers[37,38] and RRFLs[21]. The probability of intense events
becomes higher when the wavelength detuning from the spectral
center is larger. Since the bandwidth of the point reflector at one
fiber end is only 0.2 nm, the far spectral wings are generated at
one fiber pass only. These rare extreme events located in the far
spectral wings are associated with turbulent four-wave mixing
interactions between different frequency components[37–39],
although there are no stationary cavity modes in EYRFL.
The case is different in the central part of spectrum of EYRFL,

where the non-exponential PDF with the high values of intensity
is less probable than those governed by the exponential distribu-
tion that is observed. The spectral components in the central
part of the spectrum experience multiple passes between the
point reflector and random Rayleigh mirrors in the long SMF.
The non-exponential PDF indicates some correlations among
different frequency components that exist in EYRFL, even in
the central part of the spectrum. However, the intensity PDFs
exhibit exponential-like statistics in the previous measurements
for the filtered narrowband central part in both the cavity-based
Raman fiber laser[37,38] and the RRFL[21] or the individual spec-
tral lines of multi-wavelength RRFL[20]. The difference may arise
from the relatively large ratio of the filtered optical bandwidth to

Fig. 3. (a) Temporal intensity dynamics and (b) intensity PDF of filtered ran-
dom lasing radiations at different spectral locations. Green line: filtered in the
central part; red line: detuned by 0.4 nm from the center; blue line: detuned by
0.8 nm from the center. The black dashed line in (b) represents the exponen-
tial distribution.
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the total spectral bandwidth in our measurement. It should be
noted that similar non-exponential intensity PDFs with signifi-
cant decrease in probability at high intensity values have been
found for the intra-cavity radiations with total spectral band-
width of both cavity-based Raman fiber lasers[34,35] and
RRFLs[14,19].
We then focus on the filtered central part of the spectrum and

further study its statistical properties at different operating
regimes. The intensity PDFs of the filtered central part spectrum
of EYRFL at different operating regimes are also computed and
shown in Fig. 4. It can be seen that the PDFs are all non-expo-
nential and depend on the operating regimes of EYRFL. The
PDF has the longest tail when the random laser is just above
the threshold (1.6 W of pump power), and the spectrum is
unstable. When the random lasing spectrum starts to be stable
at 3.65 W pump power, there is significant decrease of probabil-
ity to generate high intensities, which indicates that the correla-
tions among different frequency components may play an
important role in the random lasing spectrum stabilization
process. However, the probability to generate high intensities
increases when further increasing the pump power to 5 W.
These results indicate the possible existence of different correla-
tion behaviors among various frequency components of EYRFL
radiation at different pump powers. We also calculate the inten-
sity autocorrelation function (ACF) as K�τ� = hI�t�I�t � τ�it=
hI�t�2it , as in the insert of Fig. 4. For completely Gaussian sta-
tistics, the ACF background level should be equal to 0.5[14,19,36].
The experimentally measured ACF background level of the fil-
tered central part spectrum of EYRFL is around 0.75, which
gives other evidence of existence of correlations in radiation.

4. Conclusions

In this Letter, we make the first, to the best of our knowledge,
experimental investigation on the temporal intensity dynamics

and statistical properties of cladding-pumped EYRFL. With the
narrowband tunable filter, we can make a reliable,
full-bandwidth characterization of its temporal and statistical
properties at different spectral locations. Strong fluctuations
are observed in filtered radiations on the sub-nanosecond time
scale with the experimental evidence of rare extreme events in
EYRFL. The statistical properties highly depend on the spectral
locations, and the intensity PDF with a heavy tail is observed in
the far wings of the spectrum. We also experimentally find the
non-exponential PDF with the high values of the intensity less
probable than those governed by the exponential distribution in
the central part of the spectrum. The shapes of non-exponential
intensity PDFs of the central part spectrum also depend on the
operating regimes of EYRFL when the pump power increases
from 1.6 W to 5 W, indicating some correlations among differ-
ent frequency components exist in the EYRFL radiation and
may play an important role in the random lasing spectrum sta-
bilization process.
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